The "Voice of the I AM" is the mouth-piece through which the Ascended Masters' Instruction can reach the students quickly, that the most powerful work possible for America and the world may be done by the students to release the greatest Light in the shortest time.

It will also contain information as to where the Accredited Messengers, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Ballard and son, Donald, are teaching the Ascended Masters' Instruction on the "I AM."

INFORMATION

The information given under the heading of "Young America" will be the Ascended Masters' help to the young people for their protection and illumination, as they are the builders of the new civilization and are the channels through which the Ascended Masters will give their Light for the use of the outer world in the Golden "I AM" Age.

This magazine is not an outlet for articles from the students, but is the outpouring of the help from the Ascended Masters and has no human concepts in it.
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• CHERUBIM OF THE GOLDEN HEART •

EATED on Thy Heart of Gold,
Oh Cherubim so dear,
Enfolded in Thy Rosy hue
I see Thee, very clear!
Forever guard Thy trust so true
Sealed in Thy Radiance bright,
Oh, Blessed Guarding Cherubim
Blest Being of Pure Light!

Pour out Thy Flames of purest gold,
Of Love and Power and Joy
Thy Mighty Flame of Love Divine
Is Gold without alloy;
Spread wide Thy Wings encompass all!
Bring Peace and Light today,
Oh Precious, Precious Cherubim,
Thou art! I AM! The Way!

Oh Blessed Guarding Cherubim
Chaste Being of Pure Love,
Upon Thy Throne of Golden Flame
Abiding up above,
Spread o’er us all Thy Mantle bright
Enfold us in Thy Power,
Protect by Thy Great Holy Flame
Light’s Treasures every hour.

Oh, Being of such Great Delight
With dazzling smile so fair,
Oh Precious One of pink and gold
And glistening Sunshine hair,
Protect us by Thy Light and Power
Release Thy Great Great Flame!
Oh, Precious Guarding Cherubim
Love’s Gift! the Great I AM!

—Chanera
T IS very vivid in My Memory, beloved ones, of our meeting here before in such joy and mirth, where an activity was established which has continued unto this day.

To-day, it is My Great Joy to inform you of an Activity which has been released at the call My Little Pal made this morning. You may not know it, but during the dictation of the "I AM Discourses," I gave him that name and I think I shall continue it, no matter how large he gets. Donald is My pal! and I shall always call him so.

The Divine Director in starting the Activity last night, of projecting the "DISC OF LIGHT" into the feeling world of the individual, is starting that Activity for the young people throughout America. It will be the MIGHTIEST PROTECTION of their morality, of their courage and strength which they must have to stand in the Light. Even though the outer consciousness is not yet aware of it, the Higher Mental Bodies of those young people are that Power and that Strength. Through this Activity of the Disc of Light, they will have more Dominion over the physical body than those who are not yet aware of their Presence. This Magnificent Activity for the assistance of the young people, is the thing which We had scarcely imagined could be utilized at this time for their protection.

Thousands of young people in America today who are not yet aware of this Mighty Understanding of the Presence and who, at the slightest
intimation of the Presence, if they could see the Chart, would immediately turn with full power in joy and loyalty to that Source of all Light. That is why to-day, We are rejoiced as We in the Ascended State seldom do rejoice; because the Divine Director has chosen of His own Volition to give this Assistance to the young people of America. I want to tell you beloved ones, that you can certainly rejoice with Us, in this Activity which will make for the fulness of what is needed for the blessing of America.

I suggest that all the “I AM” Students throughout America in their Groups, decree even with more intense feeling, than they have been doing, that there shall NOT be any war touch our country. Therefore, do you realize beloved Students of the Light, in your feeling of loyalty to America what My Feeling of loyalty to America is, after having done for two hundred years everything that the Law, the Great Cosmic Law, permitted for the blessing of America? To-day, We are having the fruition of that long and earnest Effort.

It is expanding with a speed I could hardly have imagined possible. It has gained momentum—just like a snow-ball coming down the mountain. When it starts the ball is small and not very rapid, but as it gains momentum the rapidity increases and the expansion also. That is how momentum in anything is gained. Naturally in that which is constructive activity, the momentum gains more rapidly than a destructive one. This activity is being called into the mental and feeling world of mankind to-day. It is enabling these qualities to be projected into the mental and
feeling world to assist them. I want to call your attention to the fact of how powerful and all-inclusive it is, in going forth in the world.

Only as you come near the Ascended State will you begin to realize the magnificent service that you have rendered in this capacity. Be assured there is no limit to the far-reaching power of that activity in the mental and feeling world; because all takes place first in the feeling world before it acts in the mental world, and that is what mankind has never known! People believed that their thought was the thing acting first; but in every instance where any understanding comes, it acts in the feeling world before it acts in the thought! This is what all are coming to know! In governing the feeling, you will find you have command of yourself and your world, in a manner which is impossible in any other way. In the governing of your mental and feeling world you have complete Self-Control. Realizing, that the feeling world is the first point of any activity, each one knows that he has the power to change his feeling by changing his attention. Therefore, it will regulate whatever attempts to act in the feeling world, as no other thing can do in human experience.

My Joy at the rising loyalty of the young people of America is without limit; for believe it dear ones, there is the most wonderful change going on within their feeling through these Decrees which have been issued. There has been a most wonderful change in the feeling world of the young people within the colleges and universities. There is a marvelous transformation. It will continue, as you call forth purity and protection of the young people of America. It will reach into
their feeling world and cause them to have courage and strength, to stand against the nefarious thing which is being projected into their world. We decree: "That thing has no power!"

Those young people SHALL have the Protection they require, to let the Power of their "Mighty I AM Presence" come forth into action and hold Its Dominion! The vicious thing which has been attempting to govern our schools has no power! Its seeming power shall cease from our Universities! Every professor in them, who fosters such nefarious things, shall be taken out! They shall be replaced by those who stand for purity and loyalty to our young people!

I want to say to you, dear ones: individually at least once a day, call your "Mighty I AM Presence" to charge forth and hold Its Purity and Dominion in the mental and feeling world of ALL young people of America, to give them strength. Every heart among our young people knows and feels those suggestions are wrong. Those vicious suggestions mean that they will be depleted of their energy and become decrepit old people, before they hardly reach middle-age. By the waste of their energy, they cannot hope to be beautiful, strong or able to release power that is of assistance to mankind in its requirement to-day.

Therefore, I for One, and the entire Ascended Host shall watch with Tremendous Power! We are charging into the feeling world of the young people Strength and Courage to stand against all which would drain them of their energy. They must have that energy to achieve the glorious Victory—their Freedom and Ascension! Dear people everywhere! you have the opportunity to
spread this Truth! Be firm and like dynamite! Take your stand in the Light! because the conserving of that energy will allow you to draw forth the Powers of the Presence without limit! to do that which is imperative and required to-day to win Light’s Victory and set mankind free! for without our blessed young people, mankind would be lost!

Remember dear ones, young people of America! within the young people is the glory of the future. The older people, who have passed through these experiences and those without This Knowledge of the “Mighty I AM Presence,” cannot restore, cannot replace the energy which they have wasted! Those of the older people, who are the “I AM” Students can replace that energy, if they will; but the young people, who do conserve it and call the Presence to charge their worlds with Its limitless Power and Energy, will be walking Gods on the earth. Then, the Powers of the Presence can flood forth at their command, to do the most powerful things that have been done since the last Golden Age on earth.

While I am speaking to you, THIS IS GOING FORTH THROUGH ALL THE EARTH, through the currents of the earth. The Divine Director has so adjusted the activity that It will reach into the feeling world of the young people everywhere. Once you gain an understanding of how the Ascended Ones enable these activities to go forth, you will realize it is almost inconceivable to the ordinary human intellect. Through the great determination of the people and their call so earnest and so wonderful, these arrangements have been made which have not been attempted for more than two hundred thousand years.
To-day, a Service is being rendered mankind that will show Its Out-picturing in no uncertain terms in the years just ahead. I want the young people to feel that you are Ambassadors of Light, pouring forth this Mighty Understanding of the Presence everywhere! Do not let any sneering remark ever daunt you in the least! Stand in the Great Dignity and Knowledge of your Presence! Fear nothing in the world! Then everyone will understand that you are sure of yourself! Individuals will be ashamed of ever having attempted to ridicule that which is the Power of the Universe, your "Mighty I AM," your own God-Presence! To-day, This Work is going forth with tremendous speed and power.

I want you to feel assured of it. As the young people become more and more active throughout the United States, and these Decrees go forth for them, it will cause courage to act in their feeling world and bring attention to This Work.

We are very grateful to Mr. Zinke and everyone who has made these Broadcasts and the Transcriptions possible. They will cause This Work to go forth and reach humanity with increasing speed. You will find within three or four months people all over the United States will be calling for these Transcriptions and arranging for their use. Then the great flood of Light will begin to fill the earth! Then you will begin to see the Mighty Activity of what the "Mighty I AM" can do for the earth and mankind! Beloved ones, be filled with the Glory of God, the "Mighty I AM Presence" and Its Dauntless Activity which has brought this to you! Older as well as the young people! stand as never before with dauntless courage and unyielding determination for the Light within all mankind to do Its Perfect Work!
Believe Me, Beloved ones, when I say to you the "Mighty I AM Presence" is coming into Its Dominion on earth! There is no question about it! As This Work goes forth, you will find everything will be held in abeyance, until the Power of the Light dissolves and consumes cause and effect of all this condition, and releases Its Power for the protection of America. Say to all destructive force: "You have no power! stay outside the borders of our America! You shall not enter!" As you send forth that command, you gather the Mighty Electronic Force with which the atmosphere is filled! By the Ascended Masters' Amplification, It will cause that Great Wall of Light actually to be built around the Americas, which will hold everything in abeyance.

Already Bob and Rex, Nada and Pearl are working in the field here with the young people with tremendous Power and Speed. They have been taught the use of these Light Rays. They can wield a Power that would astonish you! They can project a Ray of Light which would dissolve that pillar in one instant! Through another Activity, they can project a Ray of Light which would hold a dozen airplanes absolutely immovable in the air! Dear ones, that is how the preparation has gone on. As We have seen the destructive qualities acting in various avenues of earth, We must necessarily be prepared to govern these things, when it comes to a crisis, or all of humanity will be destroyed.

Dear ones, there are in the hands of the destructive forces of mankind to-day, poison gases and chemical activities that would destroy your city here, as the Messenger said last night, in fifteen
minutes! Those forces must be governed! That is why the call of mankind to-day is making this possible. Without that call, they would have been destroyed. As My Pal just said to you this morning, dear ones, it is not only those who would act in the capacity of soldiers for defense, but all innocent people would suffer as never before in the history of the earth. I tell you, dear ones, if you actually saw and knew the conditions in Spain today your hair would stand straight up. It is terrifying, the enormous destruction that is going on. I tell you, when human beings release destructive powers and qualities they are insane. Humanity knows not when to stop. The vicious forces seize upon it and urge and urge it on, until the people know not what they are doing. When it is all over, they awaken and wonder what has happened.

Dear ones, remember that the hypnotic action of the sinister force through the feeling is the most subtle thing! It creeps upon and gets into the feeling before individuals are even aware of it. That is how the last vestige of this sinister thing siezes upon the young people, through the sex, because that activity is so subtle that it creeps upon them before they even dream what is taking place. That is why I warn the young people of America to stand guard! The sinister force cannot reach you, except through that activity, because the guard already is established by the call to the Presence.

We must call all the young people to hold guard over all sex activity! This is why the Divine Director has utilized the projection of the "Disc of Light" into the feeling world of every young
person in America, in order for that protection to come about. It is just as though I held a precipitated cup in My Hand, containing a certain Liquid which would protect you absolutely, from any immorality in the rest of this embodiment. To-day, the “Disc of Light” is taking the place of that Precipitated Liquid, for the PROTECTION of the young people. I tell you dear ones, it is the Most Magnificent Service ever rendered, and My Gratitude is boundless!

I want to thank you beloved ones, for your Great, Great Love pouring forth in this most wonderful class. Blessed ones in San Francisco and Oakland, hold your Dominion! Your Presence is All-powerful! Do not let personalities or inharmony come into your world! Be so kindly and loving in your activity toward each other and to This Work, that nothing finds entrance to bring discussions or disturbance. I tell you as you do that the Power of Light will be released, until you all see Its Evidence. You will all rejoice not only in Its Infinite Activity, but in the Expansion of the Light.

Beloved Ones, as you become the harmonious example to mankind, they will see the dignity and the poise of both the older and younger people. They will say: “What have these people that is so wonderful? Why don’t we have it?” With that great example before them, they will come in a flood to you for understanding.

As the Transcriptions go forth, dear hearts, your Groups will be flooded, if you maintain dignity of action before them. I ask you with all the Love in My Heart to be that example which all mankind will love to be like. As you do that, you will find your city will be flooded with the Glory.
of the Presence and the "I AM" Students. Your places will not be large enough to hold them, because mankind must have This Knowledge today! It is Real! It is the Mightiest Effort ever made for mankind! It is Freedom! to every one who will apply It without question.

To-day, dear ones, the Law, the Scepter of Power is in your hands in the Understanding of your Presence. Mark you, dear ones, it is not any destructive activity. The Power of the Light drawn forth just moves into action and dissolves everything unlike Itself. Then the Light, the Power, the Perfect Activity comes about, to bring Perfection on earth and within the Life Stream of mankind. This is why, dear ones, for centuries and centuries mankind has felt within the heart, that such an Activity was possible, whereby conditions of the earth might be governed harmoniously, instead of through battle of any kind. Up to this time, it has always been a battle between the mental and feeling world of mankind individually, nationally and collectively.

To-day, as the Presence is called forth to govern the feeling world, all battle ceases within the individual. That feeling and activity naturally goes out into the world of mankind. It causes Dominion to come about through the Power of Divine Love. Harmony is the most Powerful Activity within the Universe for all mankind, individually as well as in the nation. That is the way We expect to gain this Great Victory! Whatever is gained through the Power, Release and the Expansion of the Light, becomes an eternally sustained activity for the earth. This is why the incoming Golden Age will be sustained indefinitely.
It is why without the knowledge of the Presence, any achievement or accomplishment of mankind is but temporary.

We ask you to rejoice with Us in the fact that all are entering into a permanently sustained activity of Perfection, which is the Infinite Power of the Universe.

With all the Love of My Heart, I thank you beloved ones. All the Law of your Life Streams permit, will be given you in every way possible. Remember, We stand ever at your service, ever at your call to give every Assistance possible.

We Love you, We thank you, We bless you with the Infinite Power of your "Mighty I AM Presence" and Our Love. I thank you.

· DECREES ·

"Mighty I AM Presence," Great Host of Ascended Masters! everywhere I move this day forever blaze through me limitless Ascended Master Courage and Strength to all I contact; and enable them to stand forever the Victory of the Light in America, mankind and the world, with unyielding determination and Power—Thy Power! until all are free.

"Mighty I AM Presence," Great Host of Ascended Masters, Great Angelic Host, Mighty Cosmic Beings and Great Cosmic Light! come forth in your Mightiest eternal dynamic Action within our blessed America this instant and do your Perfect Work with full Power! eternally sustained and ever-expanding.
HE Cosmic Moment has struck beloved ones in America, when the Ascended Masters call you to Victory and Freedom in the Light!

For centuries mankind has been told: “Call unto Me and I will answer Thee! Thou shalt decree a thing and it shall be given unto Thee! Concerning the works of my hands command ye me. Prove me now, if I will not open the windows of heaven and pour you out a blessing until there is not room to receive it.” Who of us has known the true significance of these marvelous statements and how to put them into action?

We have explained to you in the past few evenings the Power of the spoken word “I AM.” When that Great Creative Word is spoken in the physical octave of earth, the full Power of the “Mighty I AM Presence” rushes forth to fulfill that which you decree through the use of “I AM.” As we have told you, the Great Individualized Presence of God, the “Mighty I AM Presence,” stands immediately above every human being, waiting to be called into action, through the conscious effort of the individual. We are—because
of our "I AM Presence"—truly God Beings, and because of this we are responsible for every activity which takes place in our lives. There is no such thing as coincidence anywhere in the Universe. Every activity has a cause. Therefore everything less than Perfection that takes place in our lives is the outcome of our own actions. Everything in the Universe manifests by the release of energy, which is Life. If the individual wants his full, happy eternal release from all that has been binding him through the centuries, he must realize that he is the only cause of all that he experiences. Therefore, if he be disturbed, he is his own disturbance, because he requalifies his Life energy with the feeling of disturbance. His feeling is his Life energy. His disturbing qualities are his own mental viewpoint and activity. The individual is always the only authority in his being and world. Every distressing condition everyone experiences, he either creates himself or permits to come into his consciousness or world and act there.

Some will say: "What about the dear sweet person, who even though that one be kind and loving, seems to have so little of this world’s goods, while the individual who does not seem to be so kind and loving, will often have great quantities of wealth flow into his world?" Remember! Every instant every individual is dealing with and uses energy, substance and vibration. These do not discriminate, but obey the direction of individualized consciousness, which means the human being with free will who says, "I AM." Energy, substance and vibration always act under law. The individual’s consciousness is that Law and is the discriminating directing power which moulds
substance into form, energizes it through the feeling, thus giving it quality and activity.

The individual uses and controls the substance, energy and vibration in him and his world through his own thought and feeling. Twenty-five percent of his Life energy is in his mind and seventy-five percent in his feeling. This means that the feeling causes manifestation three times more quickly than the thought.

What you put attention upon, you compel to come into your world, abide and act there. Therefore, those who have abundance of this world's goods have it because they have held their attention upon it, and most of their Life energy has become qualified with the object of their attention. Instead of wasting energy worrying about something else, learn to turn all of YOUR energy into decreeing for your own supply. Then keep your feelings harmonized, that it may flow into your world, so you too can have the fulness of all good things.

Take your mind off human beings and human channels! Put it on your Presence, and say with love and joy: "Mighty I AM Presence" release to me as a glad free gift of your Love, this house, automobile, organ, or any other good thing which you may desire for your comfort and happiness, including money!

The Great Law of the "Mighty I AM Presence" is: "Thou shalt have no other Gods before me." Anything your attention rests upon is your god for the moment, because through your attention you are pouring your Life—which is your energy—into it. For example: Suppose you want a good business. First it must be constructive, that means in agreement with the Law of Life, which is God
Good—Perfection. Second, the Law of the "Mighty I AM Presence" says: "Call unto me!"

First! Therefore, turn your attention to the "Mighty I AM Presence," still your feeling, which means hold your energy under your own control and keep it qualified with harmony, ease and peace. Say to your Presence: "Mighty I AM Presence!" come forth in your full action through me and give me this perfect business through Divine Love. You hold control of all the energy and substance in my being and world! Produce your Perfection and hold your Dominion in me and everything concerning this! Bring it to pass with the speed of thought, through the Flame of Divine Love from your Heart." Enjoy the fulfilment of this in completed accomplishment, especially in the feeling and exhilaration of joyously accepting it. Then forget it in your intellect, until the next time you apply the Law. Give this call and accept its fulfilment in your feelings three times a day without fail. Keep your feelings kind and joyous and you will have all your heart craves.

Let us take a financial problem—a bill to be paid. Say: "Mighty I AM Presence," give me $10,000—$50.00—$1,000 (or whatever amount you require) as your glad free gift of Love and see that I use it only in the Service of the Light." If you will call, your Presence will always answer; because it is ALWAYS trying to expand Its limitless Perfection and Blessings through you, to bless the rest of the Universe.

Let us take a health condition, say: "Mighty I AM Presence" this is your body! take possession of it! sweep through it Your Purifying Stream of Energy! sweep out everything that is less than
Your Perfection. Hold control and produce Your Perfection within me forever, and see that I do not again allow discord to requalify Your Perfect Energy. Charge me with Your Perfect Health and hold Your Dominion within me forever.”

Suppose we take a Government problem, and give assistance, we say: “Mighty I AM Presence,” come forth in your full Ascended Master Consciousness and Power everywhere in the Government of the United States of America! annihilate every force that does not serve “The Light of God that never fails!” blast the cause and effect of all destructive conditions within our borders forever and replace them by Ascended Master Love, Light and Perfection everywhere, and keep it Self-sustained.”

In our Magazine, the “Voice of the I AM,” we give each month comprehensive, dynamic Decrees that students can apply to their individual, personal, national and international problems and positively render limitless assistance to free and bless all mankind. In the issuing of these decrees, you can release God Power without limit, because energy becomes Power through use! When you call the “Mighty I AM Presence” or Ascended Masters into action to use that Power, it can only be qualified with Divine Love, which is Perfection for all.

In this Ascended Master Instruction of the “Mighty I AM Presence,” the word human is always used to mean discordant, as distinguished from the Perfection of Divinity. When the Ascended Master says, “annihilate” or “blast,” the students and readers should realize, that you cannot annihilate or blast God or God’s activities from
the Universe or anything that is truly of God. Nothing can be consumed, annihilated or blasted, but human creation, because it is discord and that needs to be.

Whenever the use of those words occurs in our Decrees, the students and readers cannot possibly misunderstand *This Work*, when they know that we say: "Mighty I AM Presence" and Great Host of Ascended Masters, come forth and annihilate or blast all destructive forces acting within any channel." The individual will see that we call to the "Mighty I AM Presence," which is the Godhead, and the Ascended Masters, to do the annihilating or blasting; because we know that God is the only Doer of any constructive action. The only thing that God or the Ascended Masters could do would be to annihilate or blast the discord and impure qualities and they need to be.

The real action of the Law that takes place is, that the "Mighty I AM Presence" or the Ascended Masters project the Sacred Flame of Divine Love, which is the highest rate of vibration in the Universe, into the condition that is destructive. This is the most powerful use of the Pure Electronic Force of Light, and as it passes through any person, place, condition or thing simply purifies it, by increasing the rate of vibration to the point where no discord can any longer exist. Thus, through your call to the "I AM Presence" in the giving of these decrees, you can release Power without limit to produce Perfection for all! We have said repeatedly: the Ascended Masters never use a destructive force and neither does the "Mighty I AM Presence," which is God — Good — in Action. Neither do we ever use a destructive force.
Blessed ones, who have listened to this broadcast and to all everywhere we say to you: If you will dare to prove this Mighty Instruction of the Ascended Masters by calling to your own "I AM Presence," for whatever is necessary to produce Perfection in you and your world, ALWAYS HOLDING YOUR FEELINGS HARMONIOUS, your own experiences will be all the proof in the world that you want to know that we have told you the ETERNAL LAW OF LIFE WHICH ALL MAY USE WITHOUT LIMIT AND HAVE THEIR FREEDOM IN EVERY WAY, FROM DISTRESSING CONDITIONS THAT BIND BLESSED HUMANITY TO DISCORD.

Again to-night, we ask you to join us in a decree for the purifying and balancing of all money conditions throughout the world. We say: "Mighty I AM Presence," Great Host of Ascended Masters, Mighty Legion of Light and Great Cosmic Beings! come forth in Your Cosmic Authority and Power! charge every piece of money on earth with Your Flame of Divine Love, Light, Purity, Substance and Perfect Balance! see that it carries that harmonizing vibration into the mind, feelings and body of everyone who handles it, produces Joy, supply, Freedom and Perfection without limit for everyone on earth forever! for Remember always: "The Light of God never fails"!
"The Light of God never fails"
"The Light of God never fails"
and the Mighty "I AM Presence" is THAT LIGHT!
“Mighty I AM Presence,” and Great Host of Ascended Masters! blaze through me this Mighty Truth of the Ascended Masters everywhere I move with the Power of a thousand suns, until all mankind is free.

“Mighty I AM Presence,” and Great Host of Ascended Masters! make my brain consciousness the crystal clear Ascended Master Concentration, Eternal Divine Memory, Infinite Patience and limitless Love from Their Octave of Light, instantly and infinitely manifest, eternally sustained and ever-expanding.

“Mighty I AM Presence,” pour through me every second this day and forever your Mightiest Ascended Master Gifts of Divine Love to all I contact, and keep them instantly and Infinitely manifest, eternally sustained and ever-expanding.

“Mighty I AM Presence,” Great Host of Ascended Masters, Great Angelic Host, Great Cosmic Beings and Great Cosmic Light! blaze in, round, through and above our Blessed United States of America, such a Mighty Flood of Ascended Master Light-Substance from the Secret Love Star, that It consumes instantly all unlike itself! and make it impossible for any destructive force to act within or contact our Blessed Land in any way. We thank Thee this is instantly manifest, eternally sustained and ever-expanding.
• PROTECTION IN COLOR •

The vibratory action of color for protection is just as important as it is in health and finance. People do not have the slightest comprehension of how very important good clean clear bright colors are for the protection, happiness, health and prosperity of every individual and his world.

Why? Because Light, pure glorious White Light is the Purity and Power of Life! The clearer the color you wear the more Light comes through it and therefore the more of Perfection you experience. No human being on earth need expect Protection, Perfection, Happiness, Prosperity nor any good thing to come to his mind, body or activity when habitually clothed in black, red or any of the dull, dirty shades of any color. The rates of vibration contained in those colors are all destructive to the feeling body of every individual and at the Inner level attract the same destructive rates of vibration from the mass stream or accumulation of discord in the atmosphere of earth.

Light is Life! Light is protection! Light is health! Light is prosperity! Light! spiritual, mental and physical Light is what everyone craves and needs.

Babies and very small children are very sensitive to colors and often cry and fear people who are dressed in red, black and other destructive colors when they come near them. Children are much more sensitive to color vibration than older people have any concept and if children were always surrounded by clean, clear, cheerful colors, especially the gold, pink, violet, Light blue and white, they would be very much more easily handled and guided to their Perfection.
All the intellectual opinions and theories concerning Light do not change the Mighty Law of Energy and Vibration. The clearer and brighter the Light the higher is Its rate of vibration. The faster the rate, the less imperfection there is within it.

A splendid illustration of this is the condition of stagnant water. Take that same water, increase its rate of vibration and the impurities separate from it and come out of it. Therefore, in clothing and interior decoration strive always to surround yourselves with the colors which release the most Light and you will find your own experience will prove this Mighty Truth we have told you.

· DECREES ·

"Mighty I AM Presence," Great Host of Ascended Masters, Mighty Legion of Light, Great Angelic Host, Great Cosmic Beings and Great Cosmic Light! reveal and release all the Ascended Master Power of my Being in all my outer activity this day and forever! give me the Ascended Masters strength, Courage, Power and Invincible Protection, to use them always only as the Ascended Masters do.

"Mighty I AM Presence," and Great Host of Ascended Masters! see that all the energy pouring through me this day is forever charged with the Flame of Divine Love from Sanat Kumara's Heart and send It forth to give His Ascended Master Freedom to all.

24
THE GUARDING CHERUBIM

ENEATH Thy Wings, Oh Cherubim,
Forever I abide
Within Thy Precious Heart of Gold,
Above, around, beside,
"I AM" enfolded in Thy Love,
Thou Precious One of Light,
Blaze through me ALL of Thy Great Joy,
Raise all unto Thy Height!
Let Love Its Glory now release
And give Thy Peace to all,
That earth's dark shadows may now cease
And mankind hear Thy Call.
Oh Blessed Guarding Cherubim,
Thy Presence pink and gold
Is pouring out Its Blessed Rays
Light's Children to enfold,
Oh Presence of the Golden Heart,
I love Thee Oh so true,
Project Thy Glorious Love's Own Flame!
Earth's atmosphere blaze through,
That all may feel and know Thy Love
And see Thee as I do,
Till all on earth are pure like Thee
And human veils step through.
Oh, Blessed Guardian Cherubim,
   From Thy Great Home on high,
Come guard the children on our earth,
   In Thy Great Love draw nigh!
Abide above our Blessed School
   And guard Its Light so well,
That all who enter here in Love
   Within Thy Peace will dwell!
Protect us by Thy Mighty Power
   And seal us in Thy Flame,
That all their Presence see and hear
   "I AM"! the Great Great Name!

—Chanera

· THE "I AM" SCHOOL ·

It is our request that all in the "I AM" School read and feel the blessing and protection to the School from the "Mighty I AM Presence" daily through the Poem "The Guarding Cherubim."

The Cherubim are those Blessed wholly pure Beings from the Octave of Light who guard the Streams of Electronic Force and Light-Substance which the Ascended Masters focus and direct for any special service of the Light, for the protection of those who serve the Light and for the perfecting of special conditions on earth.

The Ascended Masters concentrate and project forth tremendous Streams of Light-Substance, the Activity of the Unfed Flame and of the Light Rays to do Special Service for blessed struggling humanity.

The Cherubim know only the Service of Divine Love and are the Beings whom the Ascended Masters call to guard a more than ordinarily powerful focus of Their Light and Activity.
Through the above Poem, the Ascended Masters are calling forth a powerful protecting activity for the "I AM" School. We ask all under this Radiation to give daily recognition to this Blessed Activity of the Cherubim by sending your Love and recognition to the One who will guard the "I AM" School.

The children especially should do this for a few moments each day, that clearer and clearer may come the Great Power of the Ascended Masters' Love into all activities of children and young people throughout America and through America reach the rest of the world.

The Cherubim are very Real, tangible, Blessed Beings of Pure Love and know only service to and through pure Divine Love. The children are always very near to our hearts and we have called for this activity for greater help and blessing to the children. May all see the Blessed Guarding Cherubim, feel Its Mighty Love and give daily recognition and Love to It and all in that Service of the Light.

· DECREE ·

"Mighty I AM Presence," and Great Host of Ascended Masters! pour through me and my work every moment without ceasing a perfect torrent of Ascended Master Light-Substance and take out the very last fragment of my human creation! keep It eternally self-sustained and ever-expanding. I thank you it is done NOW.
LESSED ONES in the Study Groups everywhere! please do not expect nor ask the Ascended Masters to pour Their Energy, Their Light-Substance, Their Flames of Divine Love and actual Life-Essence from Their Ascended Bodies into a room where animals are kept in the home. Do not expect the wholly Pure and Perfect Being, which every Ascended Master is, to establish a Ray of Healing Power and Pure Light-Substance from Their Octave of Life for Study Group Activities and have animals in those homes, or rooms. The odor of the animal indicates its impurity. The Ascended Masters will not release an Outpouring of Their Mighty Power to maintain such a thing.

It is imperative that all understand the action of the Law concerning this from the standpoint of the energy released. The emanation from the animal is in the house where it is kept. That emanation is impurity and discord. It is a wide open door at every moment, a point of attunement and an invitation to the sinister force to reach through and act at any moment to create irritation, discord and destruction.

The Ascended Masters' Out-pouring of Light-Substance and Energy is highly concentrated Force and They simply will NOT release that to energize discord or animal qualities for anyone.
If you are going to be of greater service for protection to America and those who serve the Light, you must have the use of greater power. If you want more instantaneous manifestations from the Presence, it means you must be entrusted with a more intensified focus of energy.

If the Purity is not in you and your home, you simply cannot have the use of Power past a certain intensity. That is why all mankind is in its discord and limitation today. It has been loving animals and their qualities, instead of Ascended Master Purity, Qualities and Perfection. All limitation is impurity in the emotional body of the individual.

This does not mean that you love the life in the animal any the less, but you either do or do not want Ascended Master Qualities, Perfection and Power to set yourself and your fellowman free and to protect America. Ascended Master Qualities, Perfection and Power do NOT exist in the animal. Either you do or you do not want purity. Ascended Master Qualities, Perfection and Power depend on Purity for their Manifestation and Activity.

You must choose what you will have expressed in you and your world. If you love your animals more than the Light, the Ascended Masters and Perfection, then you must live in the limitation and discord which are the animal qualities. When you are in touch with the form of a thing, you ARE in touch with the Presence of that thing.

All animal life is imprisoned life. It is imprisoned in substance that has been qualified by discord, limitation and imperfection.

Some who have animals in their homes have
said: "Oh we have a marvelous Radiation from the Ascended Masters." That is quite possible when the Ascended Master is giving you the opportunity to realize what magnificent Perfection is Their Way of Life; but that Radiation cannot and will not continue nor increase and greater Power will not be given you with which to work, until purity is provided to safeguard the energy which comes from the Ascended Masters' Octave of Life.

However, until the individual sees this and loves the Presence and the Ascended Masters more than he does his dog, cat or other animals, and is willing to release those animals in his feelings, he cannot and will not be free. The individual often says: "Well I have called for the animal’s release." He has in the intellect, but he still holds on to the animal in his feeling. Naturally the animal remains healthy and strong on the Life-energy of the individual’s feeling.

This does not mean that at any time it is ever permissible to be unkind to animals; but it is the duty of every "I AM" Student to call the "Mighty I AM Presence" and Ascended Masters to free all animal life from its discord, limitation and imperfection: to release it into its own right channel of activity whose purity, beauty and Perfection are the only qualities which enfold it.

Everyone should realize with very great intensity the need of every possible effort to protect our Blessed Beloved America today! that need IS great enough to awaken every "I AM" Student, to his full responsibility and maximum effort to save America in this crucial moment and national crisis.
Everyone under the Ascended Masters' Radiation ought to be willing at this time to do everything in his power and put everything personal aside, to keep out of his mind, body, home, and America the conditions that are acting in Spain and the Orient this very hour!

Blessed People everywhere! Awaken! to the call of humanity for Light and Protection! Awaken! to America's call to you for help! Awaken to the opportunity of all centuries to expand the ASCENDED MASTERS' LIGHT AND HELP to humanity, through your own conscious cooperation with Them and help set your fellowman free!

\[\text{DECREE}\]

"Mighty I AM Presence," Great Host of Ascended Masters, Mighty Legion of Light, Great Angelic Host, Great Cosmic Beings and Great Cosmic Light! come forth in your fullest Power of the Unfed Flame, the "Three times Three" and the Cosmic Light! charge me and my world forever with the Ascended Masters' Eternal Peace, Poise and rest in action! pour It through me with the "Power of a Thousand Suns" and see that It controls all I contact forever!
PRECIous, precious, very precious Young People of America! feel your privilege and responsibility each one of you personally—to Saint Germain, Jesus, Nada and the Divine Director of guarding the Light and Blessings which They have brought forth in America for her freedom and that of the world.

We ask each one of you to look back over the last three years and remember how much more you all have today than you did three years ago.

Our Blessed Ascended Master Saint Germain has said, that if it had not been for this Mighty Work of the “I AM” and the Decrees which the “I AM” Students have been giving, the last episode of Washington’s Vision would have come into our America a year and a half ago. Today, with the momentum already gathered we must all do infinitely more for Our Country in the next year.

Watch carefully your feeling at all times and never allow excitement of any kind to control you; for when you are excited, your feeling body is left unguarded and anything can rush in and under sudden impulse cause you to do things you might regret the rest of your Life.

At this time especially, charge yourself every day with the Ascended Masters’ Eternal Self-control, Obedience and Marvelous Directing In-
telligence. With this daily call to your Presence for this activity, it will enable the Ascended Masters to reach you at any moment and give whatever extra Help you require to win the Victory of the Light in everything you undertake.

You of all people in all ages have the most wonderful opportunities to bring in the Ascended Master Ideas and Perfection in every activity of your daily life. Think! what Ascended Master Ideas in governmental activities will do!

Think what Ascended Master Ideas in music will do!
Think what Ascended Master Ideas in architecture will do!
Think what Ascended Master Ideas in mining will do!
Think what Ascended Master Ideas in transportation will do!
Think what Ascended Master Divine Memory will do!
Think what Ascended Master Light Rays can do!

These are yours to use without limit Beloved Young America! These are your opportunities and responsibility. Come into your own Right Activity in the Ascended Master use of them and be free, eternally happy and Save America!
• FUTURE APPEARANCES •

• OF THE MESSENGERS •

• NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK •
October 15th to October 24th
ENGINEERING AUDITORIUM
29 West Thirty-Ninth Street
For Information, "I AM" Reading Room
311 Roosevelt Building
Forty-Fifth Street and Madison Avenue

• PHILADELPHIA, PA. •
November 5 to November 14, inclusive
METROPOLITAN OPERA HOUSE
Broad at Poplar St.
For Information "I AM" Reading Room
1518 Walnut St., Room 1507

• WEST PALM BEACH CLASS •
November 26th to December 5th Inclusive
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Hibiscus & Rosemary Streets
For Information Contact
H. J. BECHTEL
116 North Narcissus Avenue
West Palm Beach, Florida

• LOS ANGELES, CALIF •
December 23 to January 2 Inclusive,
exclusive of December 25
SHRINE AUDITORIUM
665 West Jefferson Street
For Information H. N. ROGERS
937 South Westchester Place
RADIO ANNOUNCEMENTS

Personal Broadcast By the Messenger,
MRS. G. W. BALLARD

PHILADELPHIA . . . Radio WIP . . .
To be announced later

Present Radio Activity: Mrs. Ballard
Transcriptions

- STATIONS NOW BROADCASTING -
- TRANSCRIPTIONS -

KYA, San Francisco, 10:45-11:00 A.M. Sundays
KFSD, San Diego, 9:15- 9:30 A.M. Sundays
KFAC, Los Angeles, 9:45-10:00 A.M. Sundays
KOL, Seattle, 10:00-10:15 A.M. Sundays
WIP, Philadelphia, ____________ A.M. Sundays
WOL, Washington, D. C., 8:30- 8:45 A.M. Sundays

Note:
We reserve all Radio Broadcasting rights un­
conditionally, and no one is allowed to broadcast
any of the "I AM" Instruction, or read from the
books over the Radio except Mr. or Mrs. Ballard.
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It is our very great joy and privilege to announce the release of the ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES Volume VI of the Saint Germain Series. It contains a series of Dictations by various Ones of the Ascended Masters before thousands of the “I AM” Students in the United States of America within the past year.

The purpose of these Dictations is to help the students and readers hold their attention upon the “Mighty I AM Presence” and that of the Ascended Masters and through this, quiet and purify the emotional or feeling body of such persons enough, to enable the Ascended Masters’ Comprehension and Light to lift them into a closer communion with their own “Mighty I AM Presence.”

Through the greater acceptance and feeling in each individual of the Reality of his own “Mighty I AM Presence,” the Ascended Masters can charge each one and his world with more of Their Consciousness and Perfection.

Those who heard these Dictations felt in no uncertain terms the Mighty Courage and Strength
from these Blessed Ascended Masters, while Their Words were being spoken. Many received instantaneous healing at the same time and all felt the charge of Power and Electronic Force into the room.

This book contains three beautiful color charts for the contemplation of the student. Each book is charged with the Ascended Masters' Mightiest Love, Light and Power to produce Harmony and Perfection for the Student who will accept them and really feel Their Truth and Reality. Everyone on earth can prove the Truth of this Mighty Law of the "I AM" and no one can prove it false.

May every human being on earth understand the Reality of these Great Ascended Masters, have the Blessing They so lovingly offer and be set free as they read this book.

ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES
Price $2.75—Postpaid $3.00

"I AM" DECREES

Our new booklet, the "I AM" DECREES, has just recently been released into the use of the students and readers, for the protection of America and the blessing of everyone who reads and
issues those decrees. The sincere use of the DE-CREES in this book, with the feeling of determination for the Victory of the Light to come forth now, will bring unlimited assistance to America, her people and the world.

In giving that help to others, the individual who makes those calls will automatically allow them to flow into his own being and world. Thus, through calling for Blessings and Freedom for all does he gain his own. We ask all to use these DE-CREES for the Protection and Freedom of America NOW, while there is yet time. This booklet is charged with the Ascended Masters' Power of limitless Light and Love to give this Assistance to and through all who issue these Decrees.

The Ascended Masters have said: "There is nothing needed so much and which will release such Almighty Help to America and the people everywhere as the issuing of these Decrees—NOW."

DECREE BOOKS ..................$1.00—Postpaid $1.15

• DECREE •

"Mighty I AM Presence," and Great Host of Ascended Masters! put me in my Perfect employment NOW—this very instant, and keep me in it constantly—expanding Thy Light and Perfection.
TRANSCRIPTION TOPICS AND SONGS

Mrs. Ballard and Mrs. Rogers

TOPICS

1. The "Mighty I AM Presence" — Beautiful Presence
2. The "Mighty I AM Presence" and Saint Germain — Song to Saint Germain
3. "I AM" God in Action — Contemplation to the "Mighty I AM Presence"
4. "I AM" the Resurrection and the Life — The Ascension
5. The Power of Your Decrees — My Victory
6. The Law of Forgiveness — In the Fragrance of the Lillies
7. The "I AM" — Its Use in Business — Adoration to the Presence
8. The "Mighty I AM Presence" is Your Supreme Capital — Great Love Star
9. Awake! Oh World to the "Mighty I AM Presence" — The Dawn
10. The "Mighty I AM Presence" is Light and Freedom for America — Stars and Stripes Forever
11. "I AM" the Law of Life — Ecstasy
12. "I AM" the Ascended Masters' Way — Acceptance
13. "I AM" America's Protection — America Invincible
14. "I AM" America's Loyalty — Our God, Our Country and Our Flag
15. "I AM" America's Call — The Spirit of America
16. "I AM" the Cosmic Light — Onward Children of the Light
17. "I AM" the Power of Light — The Song of Life
18. "I AM" the Miracle of Light — Secret Love Star
19. "I AM" the Victory of Light — Glory to Thee, Oh Light!
20. "I AM" America's Cup of Light — Stars and Stripes Forever

We are prepared to furnish the above Radio Transcriptions to anybody desiring to put on a Program in their locality. We reserve the right to select the Broadcast and secure time on your Local Station. Kindly communicate with Saint Germain Press for full information before approaching your local stations regarding these Transcriptions. We are prepared to give prompt service and avoid all complications. The cost of these Transcriptions is $20.00 for a double faced record containing two full programs. Each field must pay for the time on their local stations.

MR. & MRS. G. W. BALLARD
• PUBLISHER'S ANNOUNCEMENT •
Subscription Prices
In California $2.58 a year
In United States outside of California
$2.50 a year
In other countries $3.00 a year
Single Copies 30 cents
Please make checks payable to
SINDELAR STUDIOS

• SPECIAL NOTICE—Change of Address •
Any subscriber changing his permanent address must notify us ten days before publication date to be sure magazine is sent to new address. Post Office will not forward Second or Third Class Mail but returns magazine to this office, necessitating remailing, triple postage (out, in and out again) as well as causing trouble, delay and sometimes unpleasant thoughts. Please help us in this and—Please do not ask us to make temporary changes—they are troublesome, expensive and seldom satisfactory.

Thank you.

THE VOICE OF THE I AM
ALL BACK NUMBERS CAN BE HAD AT ANY TIME
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PROTECTION

OF OUR COPYRIGHTS

We hereby notify all readers and individuals everywhere, that everything in the books of the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES, the VOICE OF THE "I AM," OUR PUBLIC LECTURES, AFFIRMATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO GROUP LEADERS is covered by our copyrights with all rights reserved, including foreign translations.

This means, we will not allow this instruction and Information to be deleted, distorted, adulterated or diluted for any purpose whatsoever and we shall protect them fully.

We are determined that this GIFT OF LIGHT, TRUTH AND FREEDOM from the Ascended Masters to mankind SHALL BE PROTECTED and kept PURE, TRUE AND UNCHANGED—FOREVER—that mankind may receive its Eternal Freedom and the greatest possible Blessing.

We shall use our Full Power and our Full Right to maintain COMPLETE PROTECTION AT ALL TIMES.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS

and

MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
"Mighty I AM Presence"! make me always feel the Power of the Great Silence and keep It eternally sustained.

Sizes below can be purchased at the

- **SINDELAR STUDIOS** -

2600 South Hoover Street Los Angeles, California

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Tax</th>
<th>Postage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Folder, size 5x7, hand colored</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$0.02</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, hand colored, 5x7</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$0.02</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Satin book-mark</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$0.02</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Satin book-mark</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$0.02</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Miniature, desk framed</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Miniature, framed</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Miniature, size folder</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Miniature size folder</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus seals</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain seals</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I Am&quot; Pins</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I Am&quot; Rings</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td>$0.04</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Jesus 12x16</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$0.06</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Saint Germain 12x16</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$0.06</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12x16 Gold Folder Jesus and Saint Germain</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
<td>$0.24</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12x16 Brown Folder Jesus and Saint Germain</td>
<td>$7.00</td>
<td>$0.21</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12x16 Jesus Ascension</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td>$0.04</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12x16 The Luminous Presence</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td>$0.04</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15x18 Framed Jesus</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
<td>$0.17</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15x18 Framed Saint Germain</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
<td>$0.17</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7x9 1/2 Framed Jesus</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>$0.08</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7x9 1/2 Framed Saint Germain</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>$0.08</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 1/2 x 7 1/2 Framed Jesus</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 1/2 x 7 1/2 Saint Germain</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Framed Postage Size Jesus' Head</td>
<td>$0.30</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Framed Postage Size Saint Germain's Head</td>
<td>$0.30</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30x48 &quot;The Magic Presence&quot;</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12x20 &quot;The Magic Presence&quot;</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TAX COLLECTED ONLY IN STATE OF CALIFORNIA**
UNVEILED MYSTERIES, Volume I By Godfre Ray King
Containing the first group of author’s experiences. Price $2.50, Postpaid $2.75

THE MAGIC PRESENCE, Volume II By Godfre Ray King
Containing the second group of author’s experiences. Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

THE “I AM” DISCOURSES,
Volume III By the Ascended Master Saint Germain
Containing thirty-three discourses explaining the Ascended Masters’ application of the “I AM,” with three color plates. Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

THE “I AM” ADORATIONS AND AFFIRMATIONS,
Volume V By Chanera
A selection of powerful adorations and affirmations of the “Mighty I AM Presence.” Price $1.00, Postpaid $1.20

ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES,
Volume VI By Various Ascended Masters
Contains twenty discourses, dictated by Various Ascended Masters before thousands of “I AM” Students. With three color plates. Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

“I AM” DEGREE BOOKLET By Chanera
A paper bound booklet, containing a collection of “I AM” Decrees which everyone can use to bring Freedom to the individual, America and the world. Price $1.00, Postpaid $1.15

A PICTURE OF “THE MAGIC PRESENCE”
A color chart of “The Magic Presence” beautifully lithographed, suitable for framing, meditation, and class instruction. Size 12x20. Price $1.00, Postpaid $1.20

A PICTURE OF “THE MAGIC PRESENCE” Larger size for Group Leaders, etc., on heavy linen. Size 30x48. Price $15.00, Mailing charges included

A PICTURE OF THE MASTER, JESUS
A hand-colored etching by Charles Sindelar, to whom Jesus had personally appeared. It is an exact likeness of Him as He stood in consultation with Saint Germain and the Tall Master from Venus at the Retreat in the Royal Teton, New Year’s Eve of 1935. Size 12x16. Price $2.00, Postpaid $2.25

A NEW PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, SAINT GERMAIN
A hand-colored etching by Charles Sindelar. An exact likeness, as he has appeared on many occasions in the Retreat. A companion piece to that of Jesus and meant for the students’ meditation. Size 12x16. Price $2.00, Postpaid $2.25

LIST OF VICTROLA RECORDS
RR-1201—INVOCATION Mr. & Mrs. Ballard & Son
RR-1202—HARP MEDITATION, “Silent Night” Mrs. Ballard
RR-1203—BENEDICTION Mr. & Mrs. Ballard & Son
RR-1247—HARP MEDITATION, “Nearer My God to Thee” Mrs. Ballard
Single Records, $3.00—Two or More Records $2.50 Each—Mailing Charge Included

Headquarters for All Publications
SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, P. O. Box 1133, Chicago, Ill.